THE  TRADITIONALIST  REVIVAL
much weight. Its collapse after the elections of 1902 showed
the need for a more definite programme, expressed by some
homogeneous organization capable of effective intervention in
public affairs. The formation both of this programme and of
this organization was the work of Charles Maurras.1
The nucleus of the new group were known by this sign:
that they were unshaken in their prosecution of Dreyfus by the
discovery that Colonel Henry was a forger.2 Responsible for the
theory of " forgery for patriotic purposes/' Maurras imposed
on a steadily increasing band his conviction that integral
nationalism could not be realized without the Monarchy, and
that a monarchical restoration was quite possible if its partisans
were sufficiently well organized and ready to use any means for
the discrediting of the existing system and the ushering in of
another. It was all a matter of clear uncompromising doctrine
and of will power. Taking the bull by the horns, he carried out,
in the first years of the century, an exhaustive inquiry among
Conservative leaders to discover how many would be prepared
to welcome the King back into his own : the results, embodied
in his book, UEnquete sur la Monarchic (1900-1909), were
favourable enough for the launching of a definitely Royalist
organization, which soon superseded the moribund Ligue de la
Patrie frangaise. Until the outbreak of jthe war nationalism
was scarcely to be distinguished from the new body, nor
its creed from the philosophy of Maurras, who in almost daily
articles and numerous books carried on a relentless propaganda
on which it is hard to pass an equitable judgment. Great powers
of style and extraordinary lucidity of thought and of expression,
1	Charles Maurras (Z>. 1868) : journalist, essayist and novelist. Chief works:
Le Chemin de Paradis  (1893), VAvenir de rintelligence (1905), Anatcle
France (1924), Trois Idee* politiques (1^898), Enquete sur la Monarchic (1900),
Le Dilemme de Marc Sangnier (1906), Kiel et Tanger (1910), Si le Coup de
Force est possible (1910), La Politique religieuse (1912), " UAction frangaise"
et la Religion catholique (1913), Quand les Franfais ne faimaient pas (1916),
Les Conditions de la Victoire (4 vols., 1920); Les trois Aspects du President
Wilson (1920).
2	" L'apologie du ColonelHenry fut le point de depart de 1'Action Fran?aise,
son fondement, le signe auquel ses adherents se reconnurent" (Dimier, Fingt
An$ d?Action frangaise, p. 9).
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